Welcome to the EMPATHY NEWSLETTER for Basicozbizinfo!
EMPATHY gives you an insight into the latest that is happening from the
Basicozbizinfo social networks.
GOT SOME SPARE CHANGE?
Please donate to the Charity of The UPDATE. (Page 2)
AMAZING FOLLOWERS
This update I have come across some amazing followers, the first one is Neha Rai not
only is she a Basicozbizinfo Star, but she is also a professional blogger who helps
people make money out of blogging and of course we all blog what we are passionate
about, what could be a better way of making a life for yourself click here. Not only is
it important to do what your passionate about but it is equally important to find your
purpose, what is it you want to achieve, to help answer this question is another
amazing Basicozbizinfo Star, Kayode check out his twitter profile click here. Check
out some of the awesome Empathy shares and pluses on Google Plus. Make sure to
take up some great business opportunities and get some inspiration, till next time.
Cheers! ☺
BASICOZBIZINFO EMPATHY TV
One of the very inspirational videos added to Empathy TV this update is the Jane
Goodall documentary interview with the lady herself, her work is amazing, make
sure to check it out, also a holocaust survivor tells of how Charlottesville reminded
her of the early days of the holocaust and how her family was evacuated. Oprah
makes an appearance again for Super soul Sunday videos with Tony Robins and
Caroline Myss and lastly a fun video from Sigla “Only One” If you have a video you
would like to add simply click on the YouTube icon below and subscribe.

CHARITY OF THE UPDATE

Please donate to the Basicozbizinfo Charity of the update!

https://www.heartkids.org.au/
QUOTE OF THE UPDATE – For more quotes visit
http://basicozbizinfo.ws/faq Click on Brainy Quote!

BE INSPIRED BY THIS UPDATE’S EMPATHY Story by
followers of Basicozbizinfo
WHAT MAKES MY WORK UNIQUE?
By Phil Case

I was asked by someone recently how do I know what a ‘Disabled ‘individual
needs. On the 12 August 1995, I fractured my C Spine in 2 places, damaged my
Brachial Plexus and fractured a bone in my wrist which was not discovered for
a long time. It led to having the following:
1: Laminectomy C1-C6 (Exposed Spinal Cord between C2-C4 no protection if
knocked Risk Paralysis from neck down)
2: RSD (Reflex Sympathetic Nerve Dystrophy @ Stage 4 Final Stage Classed as
Palliative Care)
3: 2 x CVAs (Strokes)
4: 1 x MI (Heart Attack)
5: 42 x Surgical Procedures
6: Amputation of all Fingers on Left Hand following Gangrene.

7: Removal of All 3 main Nerves up to Elbow (Ulnar, Radial, Median)
8: Cancer of Testis (found during Inguinal Hernia surgery).
9: Diabetes
10: Non-Alcoholic Liver Disease.
11: Sleep Apnoea
12: Continued Chronic Regional Pain Syndrome.
13: Multiple failed surgeries.
14: Unable to Regulate Body Temperature.
15: Tendons replaced from leg.
16: Spasticity Left Arm.
17: Experimental Implant fitted between C1-C6 Spinal Cord Implant with
Battery pack in Abdominal area.
18: Stomach Ulcer.
19: 2 Herniated discs L5/S1 - Extra Foraminal and Foraminal.
20: Seizures
21: Immune System Weakness.
22: Loss of Sensation in Lower Left arm, Groin, Left Leg and Thigh.
23: IBS (Irritated Bowel Syndrome).
24: Severe Reflux due to Hiatus Hernia.
25: Right Bundle Branch Block of Heart, Left Anterior Vascular Block.
This is the reason for all my work, sacrifices, successes and to give others the
chances I didn't have due to lack of Technology until recent years. So, this
gives a rough idea of the multiple situations I have experienced since that long
day 20 years ago! I now don't think of it being a negative but a real learning
experience and a real belief in Will Power. I was told I would probably live
until 30 something?? I was told I could not father a child! Guess again, I have a
son whom I will see finish studying, marry and hopefully get married and to
be a Grandfather (not too early though I told him lol). I have adapted from
being a Left-Handed individual to now doing everything with my Right hand.
Of course, electronic background is something I'm glad I studied! The Most
Important Thing Is COMMON SENSE to use what I can. This is what makes
my work and projects so unique.
The big aspects that I should have accounted for with the fundraising
campaign. As I have already not got a left testicle but don't get a prosthetic one
is because I have the right testicle. Now that I will lose that too I need to at least
feel like a man. Wearing shorts without any will be very noticed. So, I have the
chance to get a shiny new pair. It adds weight and comfort apparently. I have
the choice either during the surgery the stitch 2 identical ones in and it heals
naturally. Or wait 4 weeks later and have surgery a second time to fit them. So,
it would make sense to do it all in one go. The prosthetic testicles are quite
expensive for what they are. But feeling like a man and looking like one down
there is important. Psychologically especially.
Best wishes with health to all.

Phil

Let Phil know how inspiring you found her EMPATHY
STORY. Click here

THIS UPDATE’s WINNER IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY

http://wdgpradio.com/
Every update I will select a submitted website that contributes to the
Basicozbizinfo catalogues and/or their website is an innovative/unique
business opportunity, the winner’s voucher will be uploaded to
http://basicozbizinfo.ws/viewcatalogue The voucher entitles them to 2 FREE
Banner Ads with UPGRADE and is valid for one month. The winner will also
be announced on Diana Broomfield’s talk show. For more information simply
visit http://wdgpradio.com/
THIS UPDATE WINNER IS – Neha Rahi you can find her in the FAITH
catalogue/Biz on the run category, along with other great inspirational links,
click http://basicozbizinfo.ws/viewcatalogue

Till next update, if you have any suggestions for the newsletter, please send an
email to empathy@basicozbizinfo.ws .
☺
Liam - Editor of Basicozbizinfo - empathy@basicozbizinfo.ws

Give your website greater marketing power, UPGRADE NOW
before next update. New Bonus!
http://basicozbizinfo.ws/UPGRADENOW

